HI-TECH ELECTRODES

A COMPLETE RANGE FOR YOUR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR
Specific welding solutions

- SELECTARC 48Sp
  All positions - All difficult applications
- SELECTARC 51
  Universal - All positions
- SELECTARC D6
  Special vertical down applications
- SELECTARC 20/10 BC
  Stainless steel type 304L
- SELECTARC 20/10 MBC
  Stainless steel type 316L
- SELECTARC 24/12S
  Stainless steel type 309L
  Steel/Stainless steel
- SELECTARC 20/10 BC
  Stainless steel type 304L
- SELECTARC 20/10 MBC
  Stainless steel type 316L
- SELECTARC 24/12S
  Stainless steel type 309L
  Steel/Stainless steel

Agricultural equipment
Blacksmith trade
Chemical industry
Civil engineering
Frameworks/Field work
Petroleum industry
Quarry
Sheet metal
Shipbuilding
Maintenance
Metalwork
Mines
Nuclear

... and a complete range for your specific applications.

Ask for our catalogue Selectarc Essentials!

www.fsh-welding.com